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Abstract: The oil spill risk analysis (OSRA) model is a tool used by the Bureau of Ocean Energy 
Management (BOEM) to evaluate oil spill risks to biological, physical, and socioeconomic resources 
that could be exposed to oil spill contact from oil and gas leasing, exploration, or development on 
the U.S. Outer Continental Shelf (OCS). Using long-term hindcast winds and ocean currents, the 
OSRA model generates hundreds of thousands of trajectories from hypothetical oil spill locations 
and derives the probability of contact to these environmental resources in the U.S. OCS. This study 
generates probability of oil spill contact maps by initiating trajectories from hypothetical oil spill 
points over the entire planning areas in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico (GOM) OCS and tabulating the 
contacts over the entire waters in the GOM. Therefore, a probability of oil spill contact database that 
stores information of the spill points and contacts can be created for a given set of wind and current 
data such that the probability of oil spill contact to any environmental resources from future leasing 
areas can be estimated without a rerun of the OSRA model. The method can be applied to other OCS 
regions and help improve BOEM’s decision-making process. 

Keywords: trajectory model; oil spill model; oil spill response; oil spill risk analysis; Gulf of 
Mexico; Outer Continental Shelf; environmental resources; risk modelling; Princeton Ocean Model; 
trajectory analysis 

1. Introduction 

The Gulf of Mexico (GOM), a semi-enclosed sea bordering the western Atlantic Ocean in the east 
and connected with the Caribbean Sea to the south, remains an important ecosystem that provides 
the Gulf Coast communities and nations with abundant fsheries and energy resources. Offshore oil 
production in the U.S. GOM Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) generally has increased over the past 
several decades, partly due to advancing technology. Today, the GOM OCS remains a signifcant 
source of oil and gas for the nation’s energy needs. As of December 2017, OCS leases in the GOM 
produce 17 percent of domestic oil and 5 percent of domestic gas, and oil and gas production in the 
GOM OCS is forecasted to increase through 2024 [1]. 

According to the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (OCS Lands Act), established in 1953, the 
U.S. Department of the Interior (USDOI) has jurisdiction over OCS lands—submerged lands located 
generally 3 miles from state coastlines. Under the OCS Lands Act, the Bureau of Ocean Energy 
Management (BOEM) within the USDOI is responsible for managing the oil and gas resources in 
the OCS, with a goal of balancing the benefts derived from development of these resources with 
environmental protection. Prior to any offshore oil and gas leasing or approval of exploration and 
development plans, BOEM is required to prepare environmental analyses such as Environmental 
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Impact Statements (EISs) under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). One of the key 
components in BOEM’s EIS documents is the estimation of the likelihood of oil spill contact with 
biological, physical, social, and economic resources in the OCS. These resources are referred to as 
‘environmental resources’ herein, with details discussed in Section 2.4. 

The oil spill risk analysis (OSRA) model was developed by the USDOI in 1975 to evaluate the oil 
spill risks associated with the offshore oil and gas leasing and related activities to the environmental 
resources. A variety of environmental resources are considered in BOEM’s OSRA model, including 
coastlines; water quality; archaeological and culture resources; recreation, tourism, and visual resources; 
environmental sensitive areas that represent concentrations of wildlife, habitat, or subsurface habitat; 
and national and state parks, refuges, and protected areas. The frst application of OSRA was conducted 
in 1976 for the North Atlantic OCS Lease Area [2], and the frst detailed documentation of the OSRA 
model was written by Smith et al. in 1982 [3]. The OSRA model has been verifed with several oil spill 
incidents including the Argo Merchant incident off Nantucket Island in 1976 [4] and the Santa Barbara 
Channel blowout in 1969 [5], and the spill trajectories simulated by the OSRA model closely resembled 
the observed movements of the spill oils during these incidents. 

As shown in Figure 1, the OSRA model delivers three products: conditional probability, oil spill 
occurrence, and combined probability. The calculation of the conditional probability begins with the 
construction of the oil spill trajectory. The trajectories are initiated every day and calculated every 
hour using long-term (decades) hindcast wind and current data. The conditional probability of contact 
to an environmental resource is calculated by dividing the number of contacts (i.e., number of times 
a trajectory reaches a location occupied by the environmental resource) in a given time by the total 
number of trajectories initiated within each hypothetical oil spill area. Only spills greater than or 
equal to 1000 barrels (referred to as ‘large oil spills’) undergo trajectory simulation in the OSRA model 
because smaller spills would not persist on water long enough for such analysis. The term ‘conditional’ 
is used to refect the assumption (condition) that an accidental large oil spill occurs at hypothetical 
oil spill location. The OSRA model estimates the probability of large oil spills occurring from the 
prospective production sites and transportation routes of a specifc volume over the lifetime of the 
scenario. The estimate of large spill occurrence at the production sites or transportation routes is 
based on the projected oil production volume, transportation scenarios, and historical spill occurrence 
in the U.S. OCS [6–8]. Finally, the OSRA model uses the conditional probability and estimated oil 
spill occurrence relative to the production volume and transport scenarios to derive the combined 
probability. The ‘combined’ probability is the overall probability of one or more large oil spill occurring 
and contacting the environmental resources over the lifetime of the scenario. 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the OSRA model process. 
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BOEM has committed to continuous improvement of the OSRA model over years [9–16]. A more 
recent overview of the OSRA model is given by Price et al. (2003) [9]. The sensitivity analysis in 
Price et al. (2004) [10] showed that a time integration step of 1 h with a fourth-order Runge–Kutta 
scheme and a daily release of the hypothetical oil spills are suffcient to apply the OSRA model to the 
GOM using the selected wind and current data sets. Guillen et al. (2004) [11] suggested utilizing a 
‘multivariate statistical method called cluster analysis‘ to group areas that ‘pose similar risk to specifc 
targets or groups of targets‘. This method was used in the spill risk analysis for the recent lease sales in 
the GOM OCS [12]. Johnson et al. (2005) [13] examined the statistics of length of coastline in the GOM 
contacted by the hypothetical oil spills by varying the number of spillets (adding a random component 
to both components of velocity at each OSRA model integration time step to represent the spreading 
of oil spills), the number of the trajectories, and level of concern. 

The OSRA model results have been compared with the surface drifter data in the GOM to evaluate 
the accuracy of the model. Comparison of the estimated landing probabilities on the GOM coastline 
from the historical (1955–1987) surface drifter data (mostly cards and bottles) with the OSRA model 
results by Lugo-Fernández et al. (2001) [14] demonstrated that the probabilities were within an order 
of magnitude. The correlation coeffcients were from 0.44 to 0.49 for the total, winter, and nonwinter 
seasons in their spatial distributions. The OSRA model trajectories were compared statistically against 
97 trajectories of ‘oil-spill-simulating’ drifters (freely moving, satellite-tracked, surface foats) deployed 
over the northeastern GOM continental shelf during fve hydrographic surveys from 1997 through 
1999 in Price et al. (2006) [15]. The discrepancies found were largely due to the integration of the 
imperfect wind and ocean current felds, the empirically derived wind-drift factor, and inability of the 
ocean model in resolving the smaller-scale processes. 

Though the OSRA model was designed to study the surface oil spills, it was shown to statistically 
capture the pattern of surface oiling from the Deepwater Horizon oil spill of 2010, as detailed in Ji et al. 
(2011) [16]. For a deepwater oil spill trajectory model, BOEM uses the Clarkson Deepwater Oil and Gas 
Blowout Model [17–19], which was funded by BOEM in collaboration with 11 industry partners [20,21] 
and simulates the transport of oil and natural gas from a blowout or a pipeline rupture in deepwater. 

Although most of the oil spill models are designed for use in real-time forecast mode, such 
as the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA’s) General NOAA Operational 
Modeling Environment (GNOME) [22,23], the OSRA model was specifcally developed to inform the 
decision-making process for OCS oil and gas lease sales. It was designed to estimate the long-term 
(decades) risk associated with the OCS lease sales. The model characterizes an entire lease sale area 
by simulating hundreds of thousands of trajectories under decade-long, historical wind and current 
conditions to derive the climatology of spill contact probabilities, without having to make assumptions 
on the exact locations of the leases, numbers of wells drilled, and the oil properties. As such, the OSRA 
model adopts a conservative approach without considering the oil weathering process. The specifcs of 
one or more appropriate oils for weathering estimates are described in the EIS using the oil weathering 
model from SINTEF (Stiftelsen for INdustriell of TEknisk Forskning ved NTH—Foundation for Industrial 
and Technical Research) [24]. The use of a stand-alone weathering modelling allows BOEM the 
fexibility of examining the weathering characteristics of different types of crude oils rather than a 
single oil type for multiple different reservoirs. 

BOEM’s NEPA documents for lease sales are governed by a number of environment laws, 
regulations, and executive orders, including Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act, Coastal Zone 
Management, Endangered Species Act, Magnuson–Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management 
Act, Marine Mammal Protection Act, Migratory Bird Treaty Act, Tribal Consultation and Environmental 
Justice. To comply with these laws and regulations, the OSRA model compiles a large list of 
environmental resources that include broad categories of onshore and offshore resources [12] and 
estimates the likelihood (probability) of oil spill contact to the resources. The impact of oil spill on 
all considered resources is analyzed separately in the EIS that are prepared prior to conducting any 
leasing sales, and therefore factors in measures such as weathering and the effects of cleanup activities. 
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The existing OSRA model estimates the conditional probability of contact from a specifc launch 
area to an environmental resource mapped to OSRA model grid at three time intervals—3, 10, and 
30 days. The environmental resources, typically on the order of hundreds of resources, are treated 
as inputs to the existing OSRA model; as such, a rerun of the OSRA model is needed if additional 
environmental resources are considered later. In this study, a method is developed to calculate the 
conditional probability by treating entire waters in the GOM as a multitude of environmental resources 
consisting of ocean grid cells. The number of contacts to each ocean grid cell from hypothetical oil 
spill trajectories initiated over entire planning areas of the U.S. GOM OCS is tracked and tabulated. 
For a given wind and current data set, this information can be loaded into a database and statistics on 
any launch areas within GOM OCS planning areas can be retrieved later for use in the estimates of 
conditional probability of future lease sales. Using this method, conditional probability maps can be 
generated, thus allowing a quantitative evaluation of the effects of hindcast surface winds and ocean 
currents on conditional probability estimates. Instead of estimating conditional probability of contact 
at three fxed time intervals, this study calculates these probabilities each day from day 1 to day 30. 

The conditional probabilities are calculated in this study using two sets of relatively high resolution 
hindcast surface wind (six-hourly) and ocean current (three-hourly) data from two time periods, 
1993–1999 and 2000–2007. Both sets of surface ocean current data were generated by the Princeton 
Regional Ocean Forecast System (PROFS), which is described in detail by Oey and Lee (2002) [25], 
Oey et al. (2003) [26], Oey (2005) [27], and Chang et al. (2011) [28]. The model results were used to 
study the Loop Current, eddies, and related circulation in the GOM, and they were extensively verifed 
with a variety of surface and subsurface observations including in situ and shipboard acoustic Doppler 
current profler measurements, National Data Buoy Center data, and satellite and drifter data [29–40]. 
Chang et al. (2011) [28] demonstrated that trajectories generated by a long-term hindcast current data 
(2000–2007) from the PROFS can reasonably simulate the spread of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in 
2010. An in-depth description of these data sets is in Section 2.3. These data sets were chosen to match 
that used in the recent OSRA application in BOEM’s Eastern Planning Area in the GOM [12]. BOEM 
also provided these data sets to NOAA for use in its analysis of long-term outlook of oil spill transport 
during the Deepwater Horizon oil spill incident [41]. 

Similar approach was used in the European Commission’s NEREIDs project for assessing shoreline 
and offshore susceptibility to the hypothetical large oil spills around Suez Canal and nearby oil and 
gas felds in the Eastern Mediterranean Sea [42–44]. The model in NEREIDs project considers various 
factors that mitigate the impacts of oil spills and is designed for use in a small confned marine basin 
that needs a rapid response. The method proposed in this study aims for use in open sea with the 
focus on long-term contingency planning. 

This paper begins with descriptions of the OSRA model domain and components, followed by 
comparisons of annual and monthly conditional probability calculated from two time periods, and an 
application of the new method to estimate probability of spill contact to a subset of environmental 
resources in the GOM OCS. The discussion focuses on the advantage of this method and explains how 
this method will improve BOEM’s decision-making process in the future. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Study Area 

As shown in Figure 2, the study area for OSRA extends from 98◦ W to 78◦ W and 18◦ N to 
31◦ N, which includes portion of the western Atlantic Ocean. The study area was chosen to be large 
enough to allow hypothetical oil spill trajectories to develop without contacting the boundary at the 
east within 30 days (the maximum elapsed time considered). The OSRA model has a resolution of 
0.1◦ latitude by 0.1◦ longitude and a total of 28,564 grid cells in the study area. The hypothetical oil 
spill locations, also referred to as the launch points, are shown as blue dots in Figure 2. There are 
6044 launch points spaced at a resolution of 0.1◦ latitude by 0.1◦ longitude. These launch points are 
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selected to represent the Western GOM, Central GOM, and Eastern GOM Planning Areas as displayed 
in Figure 3. Note that the launch points are located in the OCS waters, which are generally about three 
miles from the shore, except for the launch points off the western Florida Shelf and Texas coastline, 
which are about nine miles offshore. As of 3 December 2018, the GOM OCS planning areas comprised 
a total of 29,100 leasing blocks and 159,381,023 acres. The number of active leases was 2557, covering 
13,540,330 acres of leased areas. About 86% of active leases are in the Central GOM Planning Area, and 
very few are in the Eastern GOM Planning Area. 

Figure 2. Map of the GOM used for the OSRA model simulation with schematic drawings showing the 
Loop Current and Loop Current Eddy. Blue dots denote hypothetical oil spill locations. 

The dominant circulation features in the GOM are the Loop Current and Loop Current eddies 
(Figure 2). The Loop Current originates from the Yucatan Channel and loops inside the GOM before 
forming the Florida Current at the Straits of Florida around the Florida Peninsula. As part of the Gulf 
Stream System, the Florida Current fows from the Straits of Florida to Cape Hatteras along the U.S. 
southeastern coast. The Loop Current can reach a speed of 1.7 ms−1 inside the GOM [45] and extends 
deep into the GOM. The Loop Current exhibits a range of variations, which can be measured by how 
much farther north it penetrates into the GOM. The Loop Current eddies are large anti-cyclonic rings 
separating from the Loop Current when it becomes unstable as it extends farther north into the GOM, 
and these eddies subsequently drift to the west after separation [46]. The time interval of the separation 
events varies from 3 to 17 months with an average of about 9.5 months [46]. Cyclonic eddies, also 
referred to as the Loop Current Frontal eddies, are much smaller than the Loop Current eddies, and 
they originate from the boundary of the Loop Current and Loop Current eddies. These powerful 
currents can infuence biological production, pollutant transport such as oil spills, design and operation 
of oil and gas facilities, fshery management in the GOM, and other processes and resources [47]. 
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Figure 3. Active leases in the GOM planning areas (Western, Central, and Eastern) as of 3 December 2018. 

2.2. Trajectory Simulations 

One of the key components of the OSRA model is trajectory simulation. The path that a 
hypothetical oil spill moves under the forces of surface currents and winds is the modeled trajectory. 
The hypothetical oil spill trajectories are constructed using vector addition of a temporally and spatially 
varying ocean current feld and an empirical wind-induced drift of the hypothetical oil spills [48]. 
The wind-drift factor was estimated to be 0.035, with a variable drift angle ranging from 0◦ to 25◦ 

clockwise that is inversely related to wind speed. The drift angle is computed as a function of wind 
speed according to the formula in Samuels et al. (1982) [48]. Collectively, the trajectories represent a 
statistical ensemble of simulated oil spill displacements produced by the felds of winds and ocean 
currents from numerical models with observations assimilated. 

The existing OSRA model initiates the trajectories every day at the same time from hypothetical 
spill locations in areas of prospective drilling and production and along projected pipeline and tanker 
routes. The trajectories are advected every hour using the instantaneous surface current and wind data 
and are allowed to continue for as long as 30 days. The maximum travel time of 30 days is chosen 
because a typical GOM oil slick of 1000 barrels (bbl) or greater, when exposed to typical winds and 
currents, would not persist on the water surface beyond 30 days [49]. Considering the diurnal cycle of 
surface winds, initiating trajectories at random time during the day would be a better approach and 
will be pursued in the future. 

It is worth noting that the trajectories simulated by the OSRA model represent only hypothetical 
pathways of oil slicks, and they do not consider cleanup, dispersion, or weathering processes that 
could alter the quantity or properties of oil that might eventually contact the environmental resources. 
However, an implicit analysis of weathering and decay can be considered by choosing a travel time 
that represents the likely persistence of the oil slick on the water surface. 
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2.3. Surface Wind and Ocean Current Data 

The trajectory simulations in this study used two sets of six-hourly surface wind and three-hourly 
ocean current data, one from 1993 to 1999 and the other from 2000 to 2007. These wind and current 
data were further interpolated in the OSRA model to an hourly interval to calculate the trajectories, 
and seasonal statistics on conditional probability were derived from a huge ensemble (millions) of 
individual trajectories simulated on an hourly basis. These data were chosen because they were used 
in the recent OSRA report for lease sales in the Eastern GOM Planning Area [12], and therefore the 
results generated from this study can be validated before applying this method to BOEM’s lease sales. 

Surface wind data for 1993–1999 are taken from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather 
Forecasts [27]. Surface wind data for 2000–2007 are from the National Centers for Environmental 
Prediction (NCEP) QuikSCAT blended (https://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds744.4/) [50]. Both sets of 
data are at six-hourly time intervals. The NCEP QuikSCAT blended wind data are derived from 
merging of high-resolution satellite data (SeaWinds instrument on the QuikSCAT satellite) and NCEP 
reanalysis. The NCEP–QuikSCAT blended winds were corrected using high-resolution wind felds 
from NOAA’s Hurricane Research Division, which includes hurricane strength winds [39]. 

Surface winds are primarily northeasterly in the winter, becoming easterly or southeasterly in 
the summer. During the spring and fall time, the surface winds are mostly easterly or southeasterly. 
Winds at the west Florida shelf are primarily offshore, where strong winds (northeasterly in winter, 
easterly in spring and southeasterly to easterly in fall) push the particles offshore. The weak onshore 
winds tend to occur in the summer months. 

As mentioned earlier, PROFS produced the ocean current data at three-hourly time intervals. 
PROFS is a version of Princeton Ocean Model (POM), which is a three-dimensional, time-dependent, 
primitive equation model using orthogonal curvilinear coordinates in the horizontal dimension and 
a topographically conformal coordinate in the vertical dimension [51]. These coordinates more 
realistically represent coastline and bottom topography in the model simulation. There are some 
similarities and differences in model confguration for these two time periods. Both simulations cover 
a large domain that includes the northwest Atlantic Ocean, extending to 55◦ W in the east, 50◦ N in 
the north, and the Caribbean Sea in the south. Monthly climatology of temperature and salinity is 
obtained from the World Ocean Atlas at NOAA’s National Oceanographic Data Center and is used for 
initial conditions and boundary conditions for eastern boundary in the Atlantic Ocean [28]. The model 
simulation incorporates daily river discharges from 34 rivers in the northern GOM obtained from 
the U.S. Geological Survey [28]. Both simulations assimilate satellite-derived sea surface height and 
sea surface temperature. Major differences between these two runs are data assimilation scheme and 
resolution. The 2000–2007 simulation uses a nested grid in the GOM with a resolution of 3.5 km and 
adopts a more advanced Ensemble Kalman Filter data assimilation scheme. Simulation for 1993–1999 
uses an optimal interpolation and has a resolution of 5 km. The temporal and spatial resolution of 
the PROFS is typical of the state-of-the-art ocean model used in the GOM for oil spill modelling. 
For example, during the Deepwater Horizon oil spill, MacFadyen et al. (2011) [23] applied ocean 
current output from six hydrodynamic models with spatial resolution ranging from ~3 to 14 km to 
NOAA’s GNOME ensemble forecasting (daily 72 h) of surface oil transport. 

The model simulations were extensively verifed with many observations, from satellite-borne 
instrument to in situ measurements including moored current meters and drifters in the 
GOM [29,31–35,39,40]. These extensive observations afford a rigorous assessment of the POM’s ability 
to reproduce ocean transport and prominent features in the GOM, such as the Loop Current and large, 
energetic eddies that spin off from the Loop Current. The POM reproduced realistic surface currents 
both on and off the continental shelf. 

2.4. Environmental Resources 

The environmental resources consist of biological, physical, and socioeconomic resources located 
in any onshore and offshore areas that could be potentially affected by OCS oil spills. BOEM analysts 
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defned these resources in the GOM region with additional input from the National Marine Fisheries 
Service and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. BOEM analysts also used information from the results 
of the Bureau’s funded research projects, literature reviews, and consultations with other scientists 
to defne resources. Typically, the OSRA model for the GOM OCS incorporates 184 offshore and 
102 onshore environmental resources [12]. Those resources are not limited to environmental sensitive 
areas such as fsh habitats; they also include the state offshore waters that are defned by each of fve 
costal states (Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida) that border the GOM and seafoors 
of nearshore, shelf, and deepwater. Moreover, international waters of Cayman Islands, Bahamas, and 
Jamaica are considered. The onshore environmental resources include the U.S. coastline (grouped into 
counties or parishes, resource habitats, recreational beaches) and coastline of Mexico, Belize (country), 
and Cuba. For a comprehensive list of these resources, see Ji et al. (2013) [12]. 

The geographic locations of environmental resources are displayed as maps that can be digitalized 
onto the OSRA model grid. Each environmental resource has a seasonal vulnerability, defned as 
a time period when resources are present or susceptible to damage from an oil spill. The offshore 
environmental resources—the focus of this study—are delineated as the areas of surface waters 
overlying their locations. 

In the existing OSRA model, the environmental resources are treated as inputs to the OSRA model. 
The spatially and temporally varying environmental resources are digitalized and hard-coded onto the 
OSRA model grid prior to OSRA model simulation. If the environmental resources are changed later, 
a new OSRA model run has to be performed. The new method proposed in this study tabulates the 
trajectory contacts to every ocean grid cell in the OSRA model and archives the number of counts to 
compute the conditional probability to a specifc environmental resource later without re-running the 
OSRA model. 

The OSRA model does not assess the susceptibility of these environment resources to oil spill, 
such as the ‘Environmental Susceptibility Index‘ defned in Adler and Inbar (2007) [52]. The details 
of how and why these resources could be negatively impacted by oil spills due to BOEM’s leasing 
activities are discussed thoroughly in the EIS. 

2.5. Conditional Probability 

The OSRA model geographically tracks the contacts of each hypothetical spill trajectory to the 
environmental resources. A contact occurs when a trajectory touches an environmental resource. 
At every hour, the OSRA model calculates the locations of the simulated spills and counts the number 
of oil spill contacts to the environmental resources. The OSRA model only tabulates the counts during 
the months when the environmental resources are vulnerable. For a given hypothetical launch point, 
the OSRA model divides the total number of contacts to the environmental resources by the total 
number of hypothetical spills initiated in the model after specifc periods of time. These ratios are 
the estimated conditional probabilities of oil spill contact from a given hypothetical launch point at 
designated oil spill travel times, which are 3, 10, and 30 days in the GOM OCS. 

2.6. Conditional Probability from Two Launch Points in 1998 

Two launch points of the same latitude are selected to demonstrate how conditional probability is 
calculated using the new method. One launch point is east of Mississippi delta at 91.9◦ W, 29◦ N and 
the other launch point is west of Mississippi delta at 88.1◦ W, 29◦ N. The trajectories were launched 
from each launch point every day for year 1998 and were driven by the corresponding six-hourly 
surface winds and three-hourly ocean currents. Price et al. (2006) [15] compared the OSRA model 
generated trajectories using the 1993–1999 wind and current data described earlier with drifter data 
collected during fve hydrographic survey from 1997 through 1999 and found that the cumulated 
errors in the input felds led to an average discrepancy of 78 km after 3 days. Nevertheless, this wind 
and current data were shown to be able to reproduce the similar oil spill patterns when used in the 
ORSA model to simulate the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill [16]. 
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The trajectories are calculated every hour and are allowed to continue for 30 days. The model 
tabulated contacts of trajectories to each ocean grid cell and estimated the conditional probability of 
contact at each ocean grid cell using the number of contacts divided by the total number of trajectories 
launched, i.e., 365. Figures 4 and 5 show the conditional probability of contact from these two launch 
points at 3, 10, and 30 days. 

Figure 4. Conditional probability of contact from the launch point at 91.9◦ W, 29◦ N for year 1998: 
(a) 3 days; (b) 10 days; (c) 30 days. Isobaths of 20, 50, 200, 1000, and 2000 m are shown. 
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Figure 5. Conditional probability of contact from the launch point at 88.1◦ W, 29◦ N for year 1998: 
(a) 3 days; (b) 10 days; (c) 30 days. Isobaths of 20, 50, 200, 1000, and 2000 m are shown. 

Conditional probability maps for two launch points that are separated by the Mississippi River 
(MR) Delta show a completely different behavior. For the launch point west of the MR Delta, the 
conditional probability of contact remains mostly in areas west of the MR Delta; for the launch point 
east of the MR Delta, the conditional probability of contact spreads both westward and eastward. 

2.7. Sensitivity Studies 

Signifcant amounts of computer time are required to calculate the trajectories from over 
6000 launch points on an hourly basis and tabulate contacts to each of 20,615 ocean grid cells on 
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a daily basis for 30 days. Since trajectories are initiated every day over a combined time period of 
13 years, over 28.6 million trajectories are generated. A sensitivity test was performed by reducing 
the number of launch points to 3022, i.e., every other point in Figure 2, to assess the differences in 
conditional probability felds between these two simulations. No signifcant differences were found in 
the conditional probability at day 30 when reducing the number of launch points by half. With the 
reduced number of launch points, over 1.1 million trajectories are initialized each year. 

3. Results 

3.1. Annual Conditional Probability 

Annual conditional probability refers to the conditional probability calculated over an entire year 
for the environmental resources that are vulnerable all year round. Each year OSRA model launches 
over 1.1 million trajectories for estimating the annual conditional probability, as each launch point 
initiates one trajectory every day for a period of 365 days. Two sets of wind and current data, i.e., 
1993–1999 and 2000–2007, are used to estimate annual conditional probability on a daily basis from 
day 1 to day 30. Because the OSRA model simulates the trajectories for 30 days, a trajectory launched 
at 31 December 1998 (or 31 December 2006) will need the frst 30 days of data from year 1999 (or 
2007) to complete a 30-day trajectory analysis. Thus, the annual conditional probability calculated 
is from 1993 to 1998 and from 2000 to 2006. Figure 6 through Figure 7 show the annual conditional 
probability at day 30 for each year for these time periods. The annual conditional probability displays a 
strong variability from year to year, with different spatial distributions. The distribution of the annual 
conditional probability refects the convergence of the trajectory paths, which depends on convergence 
of surface ocean currents and drifting effects of surface winds. 

Areas of highest annual conditional probability tend to occur near the Loop Current and Loop 
Current eddies. From 1993 to 1998, areas of highest annual conditional probability appear around 
the Loop Current near the western entrance of Florida Strait. Annual conditional probability in the 
Loop Current–Florida Current in 1997 and 1998 stands out as the highest among all. Another area of 
relatively high annual conditional probability for 1993–1998 is at the Texas shelf. A relatively high 
annual conditional probability occurs near the Texas shelf at the 20- to 50-m isobaths in 1994. 

For 2000–2006, areas of large annual conditional probability are located in the interior of the 
GOM, where cyclonic and anti-cyclonic eddies dominate. It is not surprising that locations of largest 
annual conditional probability coincide with the most energetic portion of circulation in the GOM. 
The distribution pattern varies, with highest annual conditional probability occurring in 2001, 2003, 
and 2005. 

The west Florida shelf remains one of the areas with lowest probability of contact despite the fact 
there are launch points adjacent to it. The low annual conditional probability in the west Florida shelf 
coincides with the so-called ‘Forbidden Zone‘ described by Yang et al. (1999) [53]. In this zone, drifters 
do not enter the shallow waters off the coast of southwest Florida and Florida Bay (i.e., south of Tampa 
Bay and west of Florida Bay); it suggests that currents, winds, bathymetry, or all three combined, 
keep the drifters offshore. The drifters presented by Yang et al. (1999) [53] were launched by the 
Surface Current and Lagrangian-Drift Program (SCULP) II during February 1996 to June 1997 [54]. 
Over 300 passive drifters were launched at various locations in the northeastern GOM, from the 
Mississippi-Alabama border on the east to Cedar Key in Florida on the west; drifters were tracked via 
satellite throughout the GOM and along the Florida Current. Although drifters in the SCULP II were 
deployed mostly north of the Tampa Bay at 28◦N, the launch points in this study were located inside 
the Forbidden Zone, but the trajectories initiated from these launch points were mostly driven away 
from the shore by the combination effects of currents, winds, and bathymetry. 
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Figure 6. Annual conditional probability at day 30 for year: (a) 1993; (b) 1994; (c) 1995; (d) 1996; 
(e) 1997; (f) 1998. The color bar has an interval of 0.001 from 0.001 to 0.025 and an interval of 0.005 from 
0.025 to 0.004. Isobaths of 20, 50, 200, 1000, and 2000 m are shown as black lines. 
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Figure 7. Annual conditional probability at day 30 for year: (a) 2000; (b) 2001; (c) 2002; (d) 2003; 
(e) 2004; (f) 2005; (g) 2006. The color bar has an interval of 0.001 from 0.001 to 0.025 and an interval of 
0.005 from 0.025 to 0.004. Isobaths of 20, 50, 200, 1000, and 2000 m are shown as black lines. 

3.2. Multi-Year Mean Annual Conditional Probability 

This section analyzes multi-year mean annual conditional probability and standard deviations 
for these two time periods. The OSRA model launches 6,527,520 trajectories for 1993–1998, and 
7,615,440 trajectories for 2000–2006. The model tabulates the contacts of these trajectories to each of 
20,615 ocean grid cells to estimate the multi-year mean annual conditional probability and the standard 
deviations of annual conditional probability. These are calculated every day from day 1 to day 30. 

As shown in Figure 8, maps of multi-year mean annual conditional probability at day 30 for these 
two time periods show different patterns. For 2000–2006, the multi-year mean annual conditional 
probability reaches a maximum value in areas of Loop Current eddies and has relatively large values 
in areas of Loop Current eddies; for 1993–1998, its counterpart has relatively large value in the Loop 
Current. For 1993–1998, the multi-year mean annual conditional probability is relatively larger near 
the Texas shelf, ranging from 0.016 to 0.018. Areas of maximum variations in the annual conditional 
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probability coincide with the most energetic part of the circulation in the GOM as indicated by large 
standard deviations. 

Figure 8. (a) Multi-year mean of annual conditional probability for 1993–1998 at day 30; (b) Standard 
deviation of annual conditional probability for 1993–1998 at day 30; (c) Multi-year mean conditional 
probability for 2000–2006 at day 30; (d) Standard deviation of annual conditional probability for 
2000–2006 at day 30. Isobaths of 20, 50, 200, 1000, and 2000 m are shown as grey lines. 

3.3. Monthly Conditional Probability 

The monthly conditional probability at day 30 is calculated every month from January to December 
for each year from 1993 to 1998, and a multi-year averaged conditional probability for each month 
is generated. Figure 9 shows the monthly conditional probability averaged from 1993 to 1998 at 
day 30 in January, March, May, July, September, and November. Relatively low monthly conditional 
probability occurs at the Texas shelf from May to August, and the monthly conditional probability 
starts to increase during the fall and winter months, as would be expected from the seasonal difference 
in the Texas–Louisiana coastal circulation [55]. 

Figure 10 shows the monthly conditional probability averaged from 2000 to 2006 at day 30 in 
January, March, May, July, September, and November. Very high monthly conditional probability 
occurs at the Loop Current in January and November. The monthly conditional probability at Loop 
Current–Florida Current near the Florida Strait in January and March is among the highest of all 
months for this time period. The monthly conditional probability in May remains the lowest of all 
months. Compared to 1993–1998, the monthly conditional probability for 2000–2006 is much higher 
in areas around the Loop Current and Loop Current eddies, refecting the presence of stronger Loop 
Current and Loop Current eddies for this time period. 

Standard deviations of monthly conditional probability for these two time periods are calculated 
(not shown). Generally speaking, large variability tends to occur in the Florida Current in 1993–1998, 
versus in areas of Loop Current and Loop Current eddies in 2000–2006. For 1993–1998, largest standard 
deviation occurs in May and July near the Loop Current centered at about 83.5◦ W and overlaid on top 
of the 200-m isobaths. For 2000–2006, largest standard deviation occurs in September and November 
in regions dominated by the Loop Current and Loop Current eddies. 
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Figure 9. Cont. 
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Figure 9. Monthly conditional probability averaged from 1993 to 1998 at day 30 in (a) January; 
(b) March; (c) May; (d) July; (e) September; (f) November. Isobaths of 20, 50, 200, 1000, and 2000 m are 
shown as black lines. 
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Figure 10. Monthly conditional probability averaged from 2000 to 2006 at day 30 in (a) January; 
(b) March; (c) May; (d) July; (e) September; (f) November. Isobaths of 20, 50, 200, 1000, and 2000 m are 
shown as black lines. 

3.4. Estimation of Annual Conditional Probability for a Subset of Environmental Resources 

To demonstrate the advantage of the new method, the annual conditional probability of a few 
selected offshore environmental resources in the GOM OCS is estimated. Note that these estimates 
are for demonstration purpose only; the hypothetical oil spills are assumed to occur over the entire 
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planning areas, and therefore these estimates do not represent real lease sales. Because annual and 
monthly conditional probability are estimated from each launch point in the planning areas to every 
ocean grid cell in the OSRA model and are estimated on a daily basis from 1 to 30 days, a database 
could be created to archive these results. For any future lease sales, conditional probability for any 
offshore environmental resources can be calculated later from the database without re-running the 
OSRA model, and they can be estimated at any designated oil spill travel time from 1 to 30 days if 
wind and current data remain the same. 

The resources shown in Figure 11 are examples of offshore environmental resources included in 
the EISs prior to a lease sale in the GOM. These particular resources are part of the group of resources 
described as Habitat Areas of Particular Concern (HAPC). HAPCs are defned by the NOAA’s National 
Marine Fisheries Service, and regional Fishery Management Councils identify habitats that fall within 
HAPCs. These areas provide important ecological functions and/or are especially vulnerable to 
degradation. HAPCs are discreet subsets of Essential Fish Habitat (EFH). HAPCs are considered high 
priority areas for conservation, management, or research because they are rare, sensitive, stressed 
by development, or important to ecosystem function. The HAPC designation does not necessarily 
mean additional protections or restrictions are placed upon an area, but it helps to prioritize and 
focus on conservation efforts. Although these habitats are particularly important for healthy fsh 
populations, other EFH areas that provide suitable habitat functions are also necessary to support 
and maintain sustainable fsheries and a healthy ecosystem. Most of the resources areas in this group 
are topographic features, meaning that the ocean water over the feature is shallower than much of 
the surrounding sea foor. These areas are frequently habitats for a variety of fsh species, including 
commercial, recreational, and non-commercial fsh. 

Figure 11. Locations of selected offshore environmental resources in the GOM OCS. 

Table 1 lists the estimated mean annual conditional probability and standard deviations for 
selected environmental resources at day 30, which are calculated from OSRA model output shown 
in Figures 6 and 7. The environmental resources located near the western edge of the Florida 
Current, such as the North and South Tortugas Ecological Reserve, have relatively high annual 
conditional probability and are often associated with high standard deviations due to the interannual 
and seasonality variability of Loop Current positions. The mean annual conditional probability is 
slightly higher for 1993–1998 for all selected environmental resources than that of 2000–2006. 
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Table 1. Mean and standard deviations (SD) of annual conditional probability for a few selected 
environmental resources in the GOM OCS at day 30 calculated from two data sets. 

1993–1998 2000–2006 
Environmental Resource 

Mean SD Mean SD 

Chandeleur Islands 0.0061 0.0009 0.0054 0.0010 

Madison Swanson and 
Steamboat Lumps Marine Reserve 0.0100 0.0009 0.0084 0.0005 

Florida Middle Ground 0.0084 0.0008 0.0072 0.0007 

Pulley Ridge 0.0123 0.0022 0.0118 0.0017 

Pinnacle Trend 0.0107 0.0008 0.0098 0.0013 

Tortugas Ecological Reserve (North & South) 0.0178 0.0050 0.0143 0.0031 

Key Biscayne National Park 0.0088 0.0018 0.0061 0.0011 

Dry Tortugas 0.0100 0.0009 0.0090 0.0011 

Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary 0.0112 0.0015 0.0093 0.0014 1 

1 Note that these estimates are based on the assumption that the hypothetical oil spills occur in the entire planning 
areas and do not represent a real leasing scenario. They are for demonstration purposes only with a very small 
subset of environmental resources considered. 

4. Discussion 

The OSRA model plays an important role in BOEM’s decision-making process as it provides 
critical information for BOEM’s NEPA documents and oil spill response planning. BOEM continues to 
improve the OSRA model on several fronts, including updating ocean circulation model on a recurring 
schedule, improving the pre-processing and post-processing of OSRA model input and output fles, 
and developing tools for visualization of OSRA results. 

However, utilizing the OSRA model to meet the needs for NEPA analyses still proves to be a 
challenge, especially when a lease sale is announced without adequate time to perform an updated 
OSRA model run. This study attempts to provide a solution that will speed up the OSRA process 
by ‘extracting’ conditional probability from an existing database without re-running the model. 
For each leasing scenario, the conditional probability feld for the hypothetical oil spills at a specifc 
travel time can be generated for BOEM’s contingency planning. Typically, BOEM updates the ocean 
model hindcast data every fve to seven years depending on the availability of funds from BOEM’s 
Environmental Study Program. With this method, the conditional probability can be derived from 
conditional probability database and used in NEPA analyses for any lease sales, as long as the wind 
and current data are not updated within the fve- to seven-year time frame. 

There are many other applications for this method. Because the OSRA model typically uses a 
long-term, hindcast wind and current data to generate a large ensemble of trajectories for statistical 
analyses, the variations in conditional probability can be estimated by calculating the standard 
deviations to refect the annual and seasonal variability in the forcing felds. Second, this method can 
be used to analyze the environmental resources that are not distributed evenly in the area represented 
by the polygon. For this type of environmental resource, a spatial- and/or temporal-dependent density 
function can be created, and this function can be used in combination with the number of counts 
tabulated to generate a more accurate estimate of conditional probability. Third, because the database 
will store the information of the hypothetical oil spill locations, the ‘source of pollution‘ may be 
identifed from convergence of the conditional probability. This is equivalent to running the OSRA 
model in a reverse mode. These locations can be presented in the form of probability map showing the 
hypothetical oil spill locations with a certain travel time. Fourth, this method can be used to answer 
questions; for example, what is the likelihood of the potential oil spills from proposed leasing areas 
exiting the GOM via the Florida Straits and into the Atlantic Ocean, and at what travel time? 
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It is important to note that the OSRA model is not designed for use as an oil spill response 
tool. It was developed for assessing the spill risk prior to a lease sale, without knowing the oil 
properties. The trajectories are calculated without any approximations of weathering or intervention. 
It is a conservative approach specifcally for the pre-sale process. The use of the term ‘contact’ to the 
environmental resources was chosen by USDOI before 1982 to allow a calculation of the probabilities 
while leaving out the estimation of the ‘impact’ of the possible oiling. The impact estimation was based 
on the probability of contact, with the subject matter expert on the particular resource making the 
assessment. Barker (2011) [41] discussed the similarities and differences between the OSRA model 
and GNOME when used for longer-term planning purposes, such as the Deepwater Horizon oil spill. 
The OSRA model is capable of considering the probability that a spill may occur, while NOAA’s 
GNOME and Trajectory Analysis Planner approaches do not have this capability. The OSRA model 
only considers the surface release of the oil spills because much of the oil released at depth was shown 
to surface within a few hours and at a radius of a few kilometers [56]. Though the OSRA model 
includes the sub-surface environmental resources, the model only calculates the probability of contact 
at the surface and the subject matter experts will use the OSRA model results to assess the impacts to 
these resources in BOEM’s EIS documents. 

This method can be improved by conducting more sensitivity tests to derive an optimal number of 
launch points and model resolutions corresponding to a specifc set of wind and current data. Spacing 
between the launch points may depend on the geographic areas, whether mesoscale or sub-mesoscale 
eddies dominate. It is constrained by the Rossby radius of deformation, which varies from 10 km 
in the shelf to 40 km in the interior of the GOM [57]. This study identifes the ‘least contacted areas‘ 
(i.e., the west Florida shelf, east coast of Florida), and the ‘most contacted areas‘ (i.e., Loop Current and 
eddies) in the GOM on seasonal and interannual time scales, based on the assumptions that there are 
hypothetical spills from BOEM’s entire planning areas. The analysis can be further grouped into each 
planning area, such as the Western GOM, Central GOM, and Eastern GOM Planning Areas, with feld 
of conditional probability generated for each planning area. Other OCS regions can use this method to 
speed up the spill risk assessment process. 
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